
Summary of IENG Sary’s Appeal Against the OCIJ’s Decision on the Defence Request for 

Information Concerning the Apparent Bias and Potential Existence of Conflict of Interest 

of OCIJ Legal Officer [XXXX]  

 

Introduction 

On 6 June 2008 the Defence appealed the OCIJ’s decision rejecting its request for information 

concerning the apparent bias and potential existence of a conflict of interest of OCIJ Legal 

Officer [XXXX]. The Defence argued that the OCIJ had misunderstood its request by 

characterizing it as a request for disqualification of the OCIJ Legal Officer rather than merely a 

request for information. The Defence argued that the suspicion of bias of the OCIJ Legal Officer 

meant that it was necessary for the Defence to have access to more information in order to 

determine whether to make a request for disqualification.  

Admissibility 

The Defence submitted that the Appeal was admissible under Rule 34(5) which mandates that 

the Defence file before the Pre-Trial Chamber any request for disqualification. Although the 

Defence was merely requesting information, rather than disqualification, the fact that this 

information was necessary as supporting evidence under Rule 34(3) connects the Defence’s 

request with an application for disqualification.  

The Defence submitted that it would be illogical to require a request for disqualification to be 

filed before the Pre-Trial Chamber but to not allow a request for information to support such a 

disqualification to be filed before the same Chamber. Furthermore, the Defence argued that as 

OCIJ had characterized its request as one for disqualification, this gave the Defence the right to 

appeal under Rule 34(5).  

Request for Information Concerning OCIJ Legal Officer [XXXX] 

The Defence sought information concerning the ethical and professional fitness of the OCIJ 

Legal Officer to occupy his position in the OCIJ, given that the OCIJ must carry out its 

investigative functions impartially. The Defence sought a list of: everything authored by the 

OCIJ Legal Officer; any conferences, trainings, seminars, hearings, lectures, workshops and 



meetings attended by the OCIJ Legal Officer relating to the ECCC or Khmer Rouge; a 

description of his role in drafting the Provisional Detention Order; and an explanation of what 

was known by the OCIJ concerning the OCIJ Legal Officer’s positions when he was hired. The 

Defence’s concern stemmed from the fact that the OCIJ Legal Officer has authored numerous 

articles concerning the ECCC and has offered opinions which reflect bias against Mr. IENG 

Sary.  

The Defence noted a statement that showed the OCIJ Legal Officer’s beliefs that the Defence 

should be excluded from assisting the Chamber in its determination of issues related to Mr. 

IENG Sary’s pardon and amnesty. The statement implied that the Defence would have nothing to 

contribute and that they would only attempt to stall proceedings.  

The Defence noted that the nature of the OCIJ Legal Officer’s position is to provide objective 

and unbiased legal reasoning and advice to the OCIJ, which is entrusted with making findings of 

fact and conclusions of law. The Defence argued that, as the gatekeepers for the legal analysis 

and reasoning to which the OCIJ will be exposed, Legal Officers should be above suspicion.  

Given the OCIJ Legal Officer’s extensive public pronouncements and opinions on matters 

relating to the ECCC and Mr. IENG Sary, the Defence submitted that the OCIJ Legal Officer 

was not above suspicion. Therefore, to determine whether the Defence should move for 

disqualification, it requested more information from the OCIJ.  

The OCIJ’s Mischaracterization of the Defence’s Request 

The Defence submitted that the OCIJ’s response displayed a misunderstanding and a worrying 

refusal to provide the information. The OCIJ’s decision also prematurely fettered rejected any 

possible future attempts to disqualify the OCIJ Legal Officer, making it necessary for the 

Defence to appeal the decision.   

The Defence noted that its original request was for “information” and not for “disqualification”. 

The OCIJ did not respond to this issue but instead decided the issue of whether anyone in the 

OCIJ, apart from the judges, could be the subject of disqualification. This reflects a 

misunderstanding of the Defence’s request. The OCIJ appeared to believe that the Defence was 



requesting disqualification and that the Defence had failed to provide the necessary information 

to support such a request.  

The OCIJ’s refusal to provide information gives rise to a perception that there is something to 

hide. Furthermore, by claiming the requesting party, and not the judge, must provide the 

information, the OCIJ places the Defence in an impossible position. If the information is in the 

OCIJ’s possession, then it is only by requesting and being provided with such information that 

any request for disqualification can be supported.  

Essence of the Appeal 

The Defence argued that the OCIJ was wrong to dismiss its request on the basis that it was a 

request for disqualification when in fact it was a request for information. The Defence argued 

that, if the OCIJ Legal Officer does harbor a bias, this bias will affect all future OCIJ decisions. 

For justice to be seen to be done, the Defence submitted that they should have access to the 

relevant information to determine whether to request disqualification.  


